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Skipton, 1948, with the Canal
Transport boat Pluto waiting at the
warehouse.

L&LCS AGM
Saturday 10th November
2.00 pm Blackburn Library Lecture Hall
The Society’s AGM has changed its venue this year,
and will be held in the lecture theatre at Blackburn
Library. This is because it is more convenient for those
Library
taking part in the morning walk along the canal. This
starts at 10-30 from the ASDA car park, near to the top
of Blackburn Locks.
As usual, members of the committee will be seeking
re-election. Please note that we are always looking for new
members for the committee. If there are any nominations,
those being nominated must agree, and all nominations
should be sent to the Society’s Secretary at least seven days
prior to the AGM. If you have any proposals or items for
the agenda, these should also be sent to the Secretary seven

days before the meeting. (address on back page) Please
come along and support the society, particularly if you
have any suggestions for events or other activities which
you think should be organised.
The meeting will start at 2-00 pm, though the room
will be open from 1-00 pm for those wanting to chat with
friends and acquaintances beforehand. There will also be
the usual refreshments.
The AGM marks the time for membership renewals.
Please send these to the Membership Secretary whose
address is on the back page. The rates still remain the
same at £5 for individuals and £9 for families, with these
rates halved for the unwaged.
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EVENTS, HAPPENINGS AND REQUESTS
Our Web Page

Tree planting, Burnley

We are fortunate to have Brian Townsley as a member
as he has set up attractive web pages about the society and
our activities. These can be found at the following address
http://townsleyb.members.beeb.net/llcs/ where details of
membership and forthcoming events are advertised.

Committee members, Margaret and Geoff Rothwell,
made the best of their contacts in Burnley for the Heritage
Weekend. Amongst other things, they arranged for a tree
to be planted by the Forest of Burnley. Situated at the
bottom of Burnley Embankment, at the corner of one of
the car parks, the tree and a suitably-inscribed plaque
commemorate 200 years of the canal in Burnley as well
as the Heritage Weekend. The canal’s anniversary was
also recognised by a flower display in the shape of a short
boat on the side of the embankment.

Society Sales
At the Heritage Weekend at Burnley the society made
some £80 from sales. Considering that we do not have all
that much for sale, this was an excellent result and almost
covered the costs of the weekend. However, I am sure that
we could do much better, so if there is anyone willing to
volunteer as sales co-ordinator could they please get in
touch with a committee member. The only events where
we have a sales stand are the Heritage Weekend and the
AGM, though it would be useful to have one at next year’s
IWA National Rally at Huddersfield. Three or four events
a year are all that is required.

Boatmen’s Mission, Burscough
Those who have been on the walks at Burscough will
know of the Boatmen’s Mission, the last one surviving
as a place of worship. At the beginning of June it was
damaged when a lorry carrying compost overturned on
the bend outside the mission, badly damaging the front
extension of the chapel. Fortunately, no-one was injured
and the main structure of the chapel was undamaged.

Society Correspondence

Gwendoline

Could members ensure that all correspondence
with the committee has a return address. All ideas and
suggestions are gratefully received.
We would like to set up a database of those who
formerly worked on the canal, ideally so that their
recollections can be recorded, but such a database may
also be helpful to those researching their family history.
I have about a dozen enquiries each year from people
trying to find canal workers in their family. Is anyone
interested in this aspect of canal history? Advice and
equipment can be provided for recording. Both I and
Alan Holden have recorded boatmen previously, but I
now find it difficult to make the time available because
of work and other commitments.

The Calder & Hebble west country keel Gwendoline
has lain at Shipley as a house boat for many years.
Recently the owner moved off the boat and it has been
sunk since then. As she is the last complete wooden west
country keel it was decided to move her to The Boat
Museum, a move which was several times postponed
because of foot & mouth. Eventually, on 12 June, she was
raised and then moved from Shipley to Rodley over the
following two days. She was then craned out and taken
by road to Ellesmere Port. There was some movement
during craning, but she has now been drydocked and is
floating. The final decision about her future is awaited,
but at least now it will be possible to make a full record of
her shape and construction, even if money is not found
for restoration.

Mersey River Festival

New L&LC Brochure

Boatmen and other canal workers

Two walks based on the canal in Liverpool formed
part of the Mersey River Festival in June. On Saturday
a group of around ten inspected the remains of the two
canal basins, while a second group on Sunday walked
the towpath to Bank Hall before returning via Stanley
Dock to the old canal basin. Part of both walks were
the former offices of Wigan Coal & Iron Company on
Old Hall Street. These are listed, but an application has
been made for their demolition. A copy of a letter sent to
Liverpool Planning appears later. Members are asked to
send their own letters to the planning authority regarding
this proposed demolition.

British Waterways have produced a comprehensive
eighty page guide to the L&L and Lancaster canals which
is available free from BW offices and elsewhere. The cover
photo is of committee member Alan Holden hard at work!
There are a few typographical errors which will hopefully
be rectified in future editions, but the guide certainly fills
a gap in promoting the canal.

Foot & Mouth
Fortunately this now seems to be on the decline, but it
did have a significant effect on both the society’s events
and on the canal’s usage. Please help by advertising our
events so that people know the canal is open.
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July Walk at Barden
Our planned Sunday walk from Barden Bridge (134)
on the 8th July had to be postponed because of the foot
& mouth restrictions on access to and from the towpath.
However, a walk along the towpath towards Burnley did
take place with seven people taking part, four society
members and three locals.
Our three visitors were interested to hear about the
society and to discuss the canal’s history with Mike
Clarke who was leading the walk. The group looked at the
many new additions and alterations that have occurred
around the canal over the past few years, such as the new
footbridge being built alongside Barden Bridge to replace
one which had become unsafe.
From here we continued on to the railway bridge
(132A) and looked at the new stone sets which have
been used on the towpath under the bridge. Similar
sets can be found under bridges elsewhere on the canal.
The towpath from here to bridge 132 is in the process
of improvement, with much of the grass having been
removed between the canal edge and the towpath fence.
It looked much as it must have done in the days of horseboats, though the new wooden slabbing protecting the
canal edge was not up to former standards. The towpath
will be resurfaced, so a lot of time, effort and money is
going into this section. When mills used steam power,
the surface of the towpath was often composed of ashes
from the boilers and this helped to keep down vegetation
– very different from today’s towpaths.
The two bridges beyond here have been give make
overs in the past five years. Bridge 132 has been rebuilt

with raised parapets using stone in a traditional
manner. However, bridge 131B has had a new deck and
the original sloped access has been replaced with wide
steps, not very friendly for those with prams wanting to
visit the children’s play area nearby. The bridge has green
railings which look attractive, but somehow don’t seem
in keeping with other bridges in the area. One visitor
remarked on missing bridge numbers. These date from
the 1960s when British Waterways gave every bridge a
number. Those with a letter afterwards are not their
responsibility. BW hope to replace missing numbers in
the near future. We also passed several mileposts, the
location of which was noted for action by those members
who are repainting those which survive.
We ended our walk at Colne Road Bridge (131), the
canal’s terminus from 1796 to 1801. There was once a
small basin here whose site is now taken by landscaping
works done by Lancashire County Council. Part of this
included a paved area on the line of the old basin, but
despite much discussion we could not decide exactly
what the paved area was for.
It is amazing where two hours go just ambling along
the towpath with a group discussing the canal’s heritage.
Our visitors enjoyed themselves, and felt they had learnt
something about their local area. Several who have been
on our walks have become members. Some of the group
went for a welcome cuppa at Barden Mill cafe, though
some felt the need to rush home for the Wimbledon
Finals!
The former Canal Transport boat Farnworth
worked as a trip boat on the Grand Union
in London for a number of years. She has
now been restored to her original condition
and has carried a few trial loads in London.
She is seen here loading gravel at Dolphin
Wharf, Uxbridge. Her new owners visited
the Heritage Weekend to make contact
with other short boat owners.

Gwendoline at Apperley Bridge en route
to Rodley on the first part of her journey
to Ellesmere Port. Mike Clarke is seen
renewing his association with leaking
old wooden wide boats.
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Some views of the Heritage Weekend at Burnley
taken with the society’s digital camera. Darwen, top
left photo, was this year’s winner of the Leopard
Award. The bottom two photos show the boats
leaving at the end of Sunday afternoon on the cruise
to Enfield commemorating the 200th anniversary of
the opening of this section of canal. The event was
supported by Mid-Pennine Arts who financed the
jazz band and the school orchestra, and helped to
arrange the Maypole dancers.

PROPOSED DEMOLITION OF CANAL BUILDINGS IN LIVERPOOL
This is a copy of a letter sent to the Planning & Building Control Manager, Liverpool City Council, 2nd floor,
Millennium House, 60 Victoria Street, Liverpool L1 6JF, regarding the demolition of the old canal offices in Old
Hall Street. If any society member feels strongly about this proposal, please could they write and object. I think that
all the relevant details are mentioned in the letter.

Dear Sir,
PROPOSED DEMOLITION OF 91-93 OLD HALL STREET; Application Ref. 01L/1431
I wish to object, as a professional industrial historian who is regarded as the acknowledged expert on European
inland waterways, and the Leeds & Liverpool Canal in particular, and as Chairman of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal
Society, to the above Listed Building Consent application.
My objection is based on the following grounds:
1. The building is of great historic interest with regard to the development of Liverpool as a major port in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It was originally constructed, circa 1800, as offices at the entrance to ‘Clarke’s
Basin’: the westernmost terminal basin of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal. For many years the building was occupied
by the Wigan Coal & Iron Company. The canal basin was extended here in 1792, and the present listed building
is clearly marked on a Leeds & Liverpool Canal plan of 1802. One of the main reasons for Liverpool’s successful
development as a port was its association with an expanding inland waterway network. This was established by
Liverpool’s first Dock Engineer, Thomas Steers, who surveyed or helped design and build the Douglas Navigation,
the Mersey & Irwell Navigation and the Weaver Navigation. His trainee and successor, Henry Berry, was engineer
for the Sankey Navigation. It was this network of inland waterways, subsequently enlarged by the construction of
the Leeds & Liverpool Canal, the Bridgewater Canal and the Chester Canal, which enabled Liverpool to develop so
rapidly as a port. Without this infrastructure, it is unlikely that Liverpool would have become such an influential
centre for trade. 91-93 Old Hall Street are the last remaining inland waterway structures in Liverpool dating from
the first hundred years of the port’s development. Consequently, with their destruction, Liverpool would loose its
final link with this vital period in the town’s development.
2. The building is also of architectural interest. The canal basin closed in 1886, when Liverpool Exchange railway
station was enlarged and Pall Mall built to improve road access to the north of the town. Today, 115 years later, the
building in Old Hall Street can still be identified as typically Georgian ‘canal cottages’, with attractive round-arched
doorways and an unusually-shaped southern end which allowed the movement of horse-drawn wagons into and
out of the coal yard to be controlled. It is a remarkable survival: one of the few examples of small-scale ‘vernacular’
architecture which must have once been commonplace in Liverpool.
3. No adequate case has been made for the demolition of the listed building. At the time it was first Listed - in
1985 - the building was already surrounded by tall structures (including the hospital of which it then formed part)
and it had lost its canalside context 100 years previously.
4. The demolition of the Listed Building is not necessary to permit the construction of the new hotel/office/
apartment buildings shown in the concurrent planning application 01F/1430. As clearly indicated on the submitted
drawings 008 and 017, the footprint of the Listed Building is situated entirely outside the footprint of the proposed
new hotel building. Effectively, the building would be replaced by a small paved/landscaped area adjacent to the
hotel entrance, and any evaluation of the ‘community’/economic benefit of demolition should recognise this fact.
One does wonder at the competence of architects unable to integrate old and new buildings, something which has
been achieved successfully in recent city-centre developments, such as in Birmingham. Will Liverpool continue
such ‘Twentieth Century’ planning failures in the new century despite good examples elsewhere?
5. Reuse of the buildings could enhance development of the site. As a hotel is the proposed usage, surely these
buildings could form an attractive pub or restaurant adjacent to the hotel. They could also incorporate the name of
Thomas Steers, one of the most important of those responsible for Liverpool’s early development, whose name is
still virtually ignored today.
Yours sincerely,
Mike Clarke
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Tram enthusiast Jim Halsall
has been going through the
old newspapers at Blackburn
Library and he sends any
interesting articles on canals
to me. This one dates from
around 1910 and included
the two photos.
Another article, right, detailed
the problems of drought and
is illustrated by a line drawing
of the canal in Blackburn
below Bolton Road Bridge.
No doubt there are many
more interesting articles and
photos in old newspapers,
and it only takes few hours
in your local library to start
your research. If you find any
interesting articles, please
pass them to the editor for
inclusion.
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HERITAGE BOAT NEWS
J Freear
A37 (Isis) -1933 Yarwoods
Earlier this year, extensive replating of the stern was
carried out at Worsley Dry Docks, before it returned to
Castlefield, where I understand it is now up for sale.
Claymore -1949 Yarwoods
After many years as a floating restaurant in the centre
of Manchester near Piccadilly station has now been
craned out and has gone – anybody know where?
Dee -1934 Pimblotts
After a short period with an open hold in a working
condition, Dee is now fully converted to residential
use again, although it has retained sheets and a Canal
Transport livery.
Farnworth -1954 Harland & Wolf
New society members Ben and Rachel Jacobs have
done the opposite conversion. Farnwoth is back in
working condition complete with 50 tons of cargo after
years as a trip boat on the Grand Union.
Mersey (Arthur) -1932 Yarwoods
Still down in London and up for sale at £20,000
according to the towpath telegraph!

Humber -1935 Pimblotts
Now back in the North West and moored along the
Runcorn arm of the Bridgewater Canal after crossing the
Leeds & Liverpool Canal. Appears to be in very good
condition.
A40 (Belmore)- 1933 Yarwoods
New owners Mike and Anne brought the boat up the
Humber to the Heritage weekend at Burnley.
Ambush and Viktoria -1933/1934 Yarwoods
Visitors to Worsley have the rare opportunity to see
the splendid sight of a 70ft L&L motor and dumb boat
moored together. They are slowly being restored to
working condition by Derek Bent.
Parbold - Yarwoods
After being a restaurant boat at Wigan pier, she finally
ended up at a marina in Bedford. Recently purchased and
now being lived on by Krystyna Henderson.
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BOATS REGISTERED AT SKIPTON
Robert Addingall
THREE BROTHERS 65
James Bright
POLLY
SARAH ANN
Bath Hartley
MARY ANN
R.F.Hilton
WILFRED

KATE

built Holgate Marsden, Salterforth,
1907, coal and stone, to J R Kendall,
Shipley, 1915
John Robert Thornton, 23 Keighley Road, Skipton.
Coal carrier from Burnley and Leeds to Skipton. Firm possibly
founded by Thomas Thornton who
owned coal boats in 1879. In 1895,
Fredrick William, Samuel, and Francis
Joseph Thornton, with William Sugden
of Kildwick, and the Hunts of Leeds,
formed the Skipton Rock Company to
work Haw Bank quarry. The lease was
surrendered in 1915. Owned four boats
in 1901
42
steamer, ex Leeds and Liverpool, 1921
CEDRIC
EDITH
square stern, built 1934 at Riders,
Leeds
FLORENCE
steamer, built 1936, possibly replacing
an older boat of the same name.
FRED
553
from Thos Dodgson, Salterforth, 1916
HOPEWELL
steamer, built 1928, at work in
2nd.WW, capt. J. Hesketh
IRENE
built 1935 at Riders
JOHN
JUNO
445
built 1898 at Rider’s for coal and
stone
LILY
steamer, built 1939 at Riders
LINNET
ex Canal Transport Ltd, became MARY
of T & W Wells
NEPTUNE
149
reg 1879 for coal and stone
ROBERT
VENUS
163
reg 1879 for coal and stone
WALTER
steamer, built Rider’s 1928, Lister
engine installed 1946
Abraham Varley
Owned two boats in 1901
ELIZABETH
447
built 1898 Riders, coal and stone, to Elec
Light Ctte, Leeds as ELECTRIC in 1900
HEART OF OAK
489
built 1901, coal and stone, to Wm
Strother, Skipton as NANCY 1907,
R.Foster, Shipley 1910, withdrawn 1912
MARY ANNE
80
from J.Barron, 1888, withdrawn 1909
ROBERT
23
from Bingley Sanitary Tube & Lime Co,
1892, withdrawn 1898
SARAH
45
from W.Bailey, Bingley, 1899, to other
owners, withdrawn 1906
VALENTINE
428
built 1896 Riders, coal, sand and
stone, to J.B.Metcalfe, Shipley, 1902,
A.Kendall 1903
Benjamin Walmsley
EDGAR
537
from Blackburn 1905, coal and stone,
to Sarah Jane Holden 1909

reg 1878, stone and coal, transferred
1896

162
180

reg 1879, coal and limestone
reg 1879, coal and stone

161

reg 1879, stone and coal

544

built Marsdens, Salterforth, 1906, coal
and stone, to Skipton UDC 1907, withdrawn 1920
Walter Holden, 8 York Street, Skipton.
Known as ‘Old Growler’, taken over by W.Burton in 1951 as part of
Airedale Canal Services. Coal carrier in
Yorkshire area.
39
steamer purchased from Leeds and
Liverpool in 1924 for £285.
41
639
at Blackburn 1926, steamer ex L & L
ARTHUR
ex MERSEY CTLtd
CEDRIC
wooden motor, at work in 2nd WW,
capt. J.Holden
EDGAR
537
from Ben.Walmsley 1909, (to Sarah
Jane Holden)
INA
652
at Blackburn 1927
RUTH
at work in 2nd WW, capt. J.Patchell
SARAH
640
at Blackburn 1926
THOMAS
iron steamer, built c1930 by John Harker’s of Knottingley, at work in 2nd WW,
capt. T.Holden
WALTER
wooden motor
William & Jane Hopton
Described as exors Jane Hopton in 1879, Wm.Hopton caries on
separately.
FOUR SISTERS
191
reg 1879, coal and stone, transferred
1879
HARRIET
15
reg 1878, stone and coal
SARAH ANN
66
reg 1878, stone and coal
TOM
194
reg 1879, coal and stone
Thomas Illingworth
BRAVO
96
reg 1879, coal and stone, withdrawn
1896
Joshua Patchett
TOM
89
reg 1879, coal and stone
MARY ANN
195
reg 1879, coal and stone, rereg 325 as
MISTLETOE
Skipton Co-op, Owned two boats in 1901
Skipton UDC, possibly for night soil traffic
NEW ERA
554
built Shipley 1907, coal and stone,
rereg 1927
WILFRED
544
from R F Hilton, 1907, withdrawn
1920
Henry Smith
EXCEL
95
reg 1879, coal and stone, withdrawn
1908, to Wm Sugden, 1881
ROSEBUD
199
reg 1879, coal and stone, to Wm.Sugden
1881, broken up 1909
William Strother
NANCY
489
from A.Varley 1907, to R.Foster, Shipley 1910

551

Boats from Salterforth
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Thomas Dodgson
JANE

553

STIV

478

exBurnley1907,general,toJ.R.Thornton
1916 as FRED
ex Burnley 1901, coal and stone,
withdrawn 1906

Next year’s Heritage Weekend will be at Skipton, so
I have included these two photos of the limestone
tramway and tip at the end of the Springs Branch.
A working party may be held early next year to

help conserve these, and it is hoped to put on an
exhibition in Skipton about the Springs Branch. On
the left is a list of boats owned at Skipton, mainly
taken from the Leeds boat registers in Leeds Record

SIMPLE RECIPIES FOR BOATERS
by David Shuttleworth - send your ideas to him!

Vegetable Chowder
1oz butter
1 onion chopped
2 garlic cloves, crushed and chopped
2 large carrots thickly chopped
2 celery stalks or 1 celariac thickly chopped
1 large peeled potato cut into 3/4in cubes
1 large parsnip peeled and chopped
1 swede peeled and chopped
1 tblspn plain flour
1/4 tspn cayenne pepper
1/4 tspn ground cumin
1/4 tspn ground ginger
or 1 desert spoon
curry powder
1/4 tspn cinnamon
1/4 tspn turmuric
1/2 tspn ground corriander

400 ml of 3/4 pint vegetable stock
1 pint milk
1 bay leaf
sprinkle of thyme
1 tblspn of chopped parsley
salt and pepper to taste
Grated mature cheddar or equivalent
Melt butter in a pan, add the vegetables and sweat
gently for 10 to 15 minutes stirring once or twice.
Mix flour and spices; sprinkle on vegetables and
stir so that they are evenly coated. Cok for about
2 minutes or so, stirring continuously.
Pour in half of the stock, stir evenly and then add
the remaining stock, milk, bay leaf, thyme, salt
and pepper, then bring back to the boil. Leave to
simmer for about 20 minutes until the vegetables
are tender. Check the seasoning, add the parsley,
pour into dishes and sprinkle with cheese. Serve
with chunky bread.
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In the first of a series of articles, Alan Holden looks at
boating around East Lancashire. As a schoolboy, Alan
would help boats through the swing bridges around
Church and then beg a ride to Whitebirk or Bank Hall.
This was a regular event for a number of schoolboys
in the 1940s and ’50s, and they would know which
boatmen were more likely to be amenable to
youngsters helping them. After leaving school, Alan
began work on the canal as a boatmen, though traffic

ceased, apart from at Wigan, shortly afterwards. He
then went to work on the Bridgewater boats carrying
grain from Liverpool to Kelloggs. When this traffic
ceased he worked at Blythe’s Chemicals, alongside
the canal at Church, until he had to retire. Today
he can often be found on his boat either cruising or
painting. He has written about working boats around
Burnley to pass on his experience and thoughts for
the benefit of those using the canal today.

COAL BOATING SINGLE-HANDED ON THE BURNLEY LENGTH
by Alan Holden
Arriving at the boat in the early hours of the morning, timber head (or bollard) on the boat, while on the
the boatman’s first task would be to unlock the scuttle lid, towpath, the rope passes through a ring or around a
which covered a square hole (the scuttle hole) situated in stump or pin and back to the timber head where it was
the centre of the bow deck. This was the entrance to the fastened with an ‘under and over hitch.’
boatman’s cabin. Dropping down onto the cabin floor
1. Rope from the pin on the bank goes around the
(the cabin in wooden motor boats had a headroom of back of the boat’s bollard and the end goes back under
about 4ft.) he would rake the ash out of the fire. Each the rope.
night the stove would be left banked up with coal in
2. The end now doubles back over the rope and
order to smolder through the night, (during the Winter back around the bollard
months the fire would never be allowed to go out) so
3. the end then goes under the rope from the pin
when morning arrived, by using the large blow plate, it and back around the bollard in the opposite direction.
wasn’t long before the fire was well alight. With the plate
The advantage of having the rope double is that there
removed the fire was topped up with fresh coal and the is no need to jump on and off the boat, which is useful
simmering kettle was placed back on the bars.
when the wind is blowing the boat away from the side. To
A Leeds and Liverpool boat stove usually stood on have the rope from the timber head tied to a bollard or
a two feet square by two inch thick stone flag and was ring on the bank is not much fun when having untied it
about two feet six inches high, 18 inches deep and 18 the boat blows away from the towpath! Better to be on the
inches wide. Above the arch of the fire hole was a small boat in those circumstances. It is not a problem with light
hole about a half inch diameter onto which hung the winds. Walking back along the deck side, he unties the
hand blower. The hand blower was made of thin steel stem rope, pushes the stem with the long shaft into the
plate, and covered the open fire down to the bars which deepest water, (the middle of the canal) to avoid getting
came out horizontally to form a platform for the kettle the ‘fan’ full of muck and rubbish. A fan is the boatman’s
to stand on.
name for the propellor. He then placess the long shaft,
There was also a small blow plate, about a quarter hook end first, into the hold with the pad resting on top
size, which was used on windy days to stop the smoke of the engine house bulkhead for handiness.
from blowing back into the cabin. Under the fire grate
Note: a long shaft is about 20 feet long and 2 inches in
was a large ash pan with a semi-circular front and a brass diameter. At one end there was a metal hook and spike
handle. The ash from a full ash pan was traditionally while the other was fitted with a turned piece of timber
dumped on the towpath, not in the canal, a remnant of approx. six inches in diameter, strengthened by
the horse boating days. But if the boat was leaking then a 3/16 inch thick metal ring to stop the wood
the ash was sprinkled down the side of the boat.
from splitting. This pad was used for
With the stove and kettle attended to, the boatman
would now make his way aft (the back end) to unlock the
engine house slide, and climb down into the engine hole.
(Starting the engine will be dealt with later)
With the engine now running, he’s ready for off. If
there is little wind he will walk forward along the deck
side - never off the boat and onto the bank and back on
- as stepping on and off the boat unnecessarily gets mud
and muck on the decks of the boat!
He unties the bow rope. This has a noose over the
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Bank Hall Colliery, a regular
destination for single-handed
boatmen around Burnley.

the possibility of falling into the
canal!) and quickly unties the bow
rope, coiling it (always coil a rope
clockwise) and puts it on top of
the scuttle lid for handiness. Then
shove the bow off with the long
shaft, not so hard that the bow end
finishes on the other bank, and
quickly nips back along the deck
trailing the long shaft hook end in
the water to the stern. He gives the
stern end a shove off with the shaft
until the boat is lined up with the
middle of the canal. He puts the
engine into forward gear, up with
the lever - power on, and at the same time replacing the
long shaft (hook end in the hold) on top of the bulkhead
for handiness, grabs the tiller and away she goes. There
is a need to be quick before the wind blows the bow back
again!
What if there is a side wind holding the boat to the
side? The trick is to give the stern a good push with the
long shaft well out into the middle of the canal if not
further. Then quickly into reverse gear, full power on
and with luck the boat pulls away going backwards and
sideways at the same time. Replace the long shaft into
the hold; put the engine into forward gear, power on and
away she goes.
Word of warning - it doesn’t always work if the wind
is too strong - hard luck!!!!

pushing against the bed of the canal, canal byelaws
usually requiring such a pad so that the shaft did not
damage the puddle clay.
Now putting the boat in reverse gear, with a splash
astern, the bow of the boat slides sideways into the
middle of the canal. When the boat is straight, put it
into forward gear and up with the lever, ‘Power on’, and
away she goes.
If there is a stem wind, i.e. it is blowing from the back
of the boat, the boatman will go forward to untie the rope,
coil and lay it handy on top of the scuttle lid. The wind
will keep the boat to the side. He then walks back along
the deck side to the aft end to untie the stern rope, coil
and lay it handy on the top of the engine house slide. If
the bank is in good order he gives the boat a push away
from the side, always remembering its ‘one hand for the
company, one for himself’. If the bank is a bit rough and
overgrown, he takes the long shaft that’s lying hook end
in the hold and the other end on the top of the engine
house bulkhead, and pushes the stem away from the side.
No need to worry about the bow end as the wind will blow
it into the middle of the canal, then he returns the long
shaft to its place, puts the motor into gear, up with the
lever and away the boat goes.
N.B. Wind can be a boatman’s best friend or worst
enemy - always take note as to which way the wind is
blowing.
If the wind is blowing from the forward end of the
boat, the boatman will untie the stern rope, no need to
worry, as the wind will keep the stern to the side. He then
walks forward with the long shaft (when walking from
one end of the boat to the other he always trail the hook
end in the water as it makes for easier handling; there
is no need to have to spin the shaft about in the air with

Steering an empty motor boat.
Motor boats, particularly wooden ones, when
travelling light (with no cargo to carry) can get along at
a fair speed and will average 4.5 -5 mph. Normally you
steer down the middle of the channel, just allowing the
boat to keep to the outside of the bends.
When approaching a bridge hole, keep the boat
where the channel is deepest, then at the last minute
line the boat up with the bridge and go through without
touching.
Normally, steering an empty boat back to the colliery
at Bank Hall, Burnley would not require slowing down
much, only at places like Gannow Tunnel. Here you had
to drop the boat to the wall on the far side, i.e. opposite
the towpath side, run along the wall to check if the
tunnel was clear. If so, give the bow a bit of a push, not
much, and also at the stern end, into gear and enter the
tunnel.
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EVENTS
Guided Canal Walks

Other Events

Saturday: 8th September 2001

Sunday: 16th September 2001

Meet at Leeds Basin (Office Lock), behind railway
station for a one hour walk around the basin at either
11-00, 1-00 or 3-00

Sunday: 9th September 2001

Working party clearing the wild flower meadow at
Bank Newton, starting at 10-00am and continuing all
day. Barbeque afterwards, just bring something to
burn! Phone Mike Hustler on 01282 816476 to confirm in case of foot & mouth.

Meet at Trencherfield Mill, Wigan Pier
towpath outside British Waterways office

Wednesday: 17th October 2001
Talk about the history of the Leeds & Liverpool
Canal; arranged through Burnley WEA, starting at
7-30pm at St. Peter’s Church, Burnley.

Sunday: 14 October 2001
th

Meet at Leeds Basin (Office Lock), for a walk up the
canal to Armley

Saturday: 10th November 2001
Society AGM and towpath walk (see opposite).
The AGM starts at 2-00pm in the lecture theatre at
Blackburn Library, but the theatre will be open from
1-00pm, so come along and meet your friends beforehand.

Saturday: 10 November 2001
Saturday
th

Meet at Asda car park, B6232, Haslingden Road,
Blackburn, Short walk prior to Society AGM.

Sunday: 9th December 2001
Meet at Silsden Town Centre Bridge,
A6034 Silsden, Nr. Keighley

2002

Sunday: 13th January 2002

Thursday: 17th February 2002

Meet at Plox Brow, Town End swing bridge,
Tarleton (Rufford Branch). Visit to boatyard and Douglas Navigation remnants.

Talk about the history of the Leeds & Liverpool
Canal; arranged through Hyndburn Local History
Society, starting at 7-30pm at Accrington Library.

Sunday: 10th February 2002

Thursday: 25th April 2002

Meet at Shipley Wharf in Noble Comb pub car
park, near junction of A652/B6151. Walk to Dowley
Gap or Bingley.

Talk about the history of the Leeds & Liverpool
Canal; arranged through Barnoldswick Local History
Society, starting at 7-30pm at Barnoldswick Library.

Sunday: 10th March 2002

Saturday & Sunday: 4-5th May 2002

Meet at car park opposite village hall Gargrave,
Nr. Skipton for walk to Bank Newton.

Canal Heritage Weekend, Skipton, in conjunction
with BW Canal Festival and 50th anniversary of
Craven Cruising Club.
This weekend is the start of Local History Week, a
national event to promote interest in all aspects of
history. Hopefully we can use this to help advertise
our society.
More details in the next edition of Clogs and Gansey.

Enjoy a leisurely guided towpath walk, discover more
about the canal’s history. Walks will be approximately 5
miles and will begin at 10.30am. (unless stated above)
There is usually a pub nearby for lunch or just
bring a packed lunch.

For further information contact
Mike Hustler on: 01282 816476

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman (& Newsletter Ed.)
Mike Clarke, 41 Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5 0QR.
01254 395848, email: mike.clarke@zen.co.uk
Secretary
Marilyn Sumner, 152 Tower Hill Road, Upholland,
Nr. Wigan, WN8 0DT. 01695 632089, email:
MarilynLesley@aol.com
Treasurer
Marilyn (and John) Freear, Worsley Dry Dock, Worsley
Road, Worsley, M28 2WN. 0161 728 4211

Mike Hustler, 10 Meadow Way, Barnoldswick, BB18
6HP. 01282 816476
John Stott, 22 Bracken Ghyll Drive, Silsden, BD20
9QT. 01535 656649
Alan Holden, 48 Marlborough Road, Accrington,
BB5 6AY. 01254 232759
David & Isabel Shuttleworth, Southbank, 32 Old
Hollins Hill, Guiseley, LS20 8EW. 01943 873863
Geoff & Margaret Rothwell, 86 Lower Manor Lane,
Burnley, BB12 0EF. 01282 702249
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